ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Linda Mena, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: January 28, 2010

Subject: Bid # 10-001, (RFP) 66 Desktop PC’s, 43 Laptops and 34 Printers for the Sheriff’s Department

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal; the response to the following question:

1. Photo printer Canon PI XMA iP90v is discontinued. What would you like us to quote as the replacement product? The PI XMA ip100?

   YES, Please provide the same manufacturer’s direct product replacement for the discontinued item or equivalent.

Please refer to Section 2.1 of BID#10-001 - This is acceptable under the terms of the BID.

2.1 - Acceptance and Use of Proposals

2. The specifications in this RFP are based on configurations that may not have current descriptions for some of the items. The county or the vendor reserves the right to either add to the specification or remove items as recommended by the vendor in their responses.

   NOTE: If there is a change in the configuration due to the manufacturer no longer producing or carrying a part or component, the Vendor must detail this amendment in his bid or proposal. If this explanation (for the change) is not provided, El Paso County may determine the bid invalid, and reserves the right to disqualify the vendor's bid.

2. In the laptops specs County of El Paso requires a serial port on the laptops. Is it okay to quote a laptop without a serial port if the serial port is available on the socking station also quoted?

   NO. All laptops must have a serial port onboard the laptop as specified in the bid.